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Abstract— In this novel technique, data is embedded in
encrypted image which is additional information in the form of
either text or image for the applications such as military,
medical images, deductive agencies and bank information
sharing. This embedded data and original image can be
separately recovered using two separate keys without any loss.
There are two phases in this scheme. Firstly content owner
encrypts the original image without compressing it using
encryption key which is generated by blowfish algorithm then
the one who wants to embed or hide the data may be service
provider or data hider hides the data using data hiding key
provided data can be text or image. At receiver side three cases
are possible because of using separate keys i.e. receiver can only
decrypt the image if he has only encryption key, only extract the
data if he has data hiding key and both the things if he has both
the keys. The proposed method uses blowfish algorithm for more
security and safe data transmission over the network.

Index Terms— Image Encryption, Data
Extraction, DWT, PSNR, Blowfish Algorithm.

complexity of computation and the size of encrypted data. In
system shown in fig.1, content owner having original image
encrypts the image using encryption key, encrypted image is
then given to the service provider i.e. data hider. Data hider
will hide the additional data text or image using data hiding
key. At receiver side, for non-separable technique encrypted
image containing embedded data is used for original image
decryption using same encryption key and then from
decrypted image addition data is extracted using same data
hiding key.

Embedding,

I. INTRODUCTION
In present scenario, the transmission of information in the
form of digital images is increasing rapidly, so image security
has got more attention for the applications such as video
surveillance, military, confidential transmission and medical
applications. It has become most necessary thing to find an
efficient way of transmission of digital images over network
since the cases like hacking, data manipulation, fraud and
forgery are taking place so it is needed to convert the ordinary
data into unintelligible data. Content owner cannot trust
service provider, since his ability to manipulate the encrypted
data when keeping the plain content is hidden is necessary.
While transmission of secret data which is encrypted, there is
possibility of compressing the encrypted data by channel
provider without any knowledge about keys. Compression
can be done in lossless manner by finding the syndromes of
low density parity check codes[1], another method is for
encrypted gray image using rate compatible punctured turbo
codes and progressive decomposition is found[2]. Lossy
compression method found in[3], in which gray image is
efficiently compressed by removing the extra rough and fine
information in[5], method of composite signal representation
which involves packing together a number of signal samples
and processing them as a unique sample is used to reduce the
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Fig.1. Block Dia. Of Non-separable reversible data hiding

II. PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme includes modules like image
encryption, data embedding, data extraction and
image-recovery. The original uncompressed digital image is
encrypted using encryption key generated by Blowfish
Algorithm at content owner then service provider will use
encrypted image for data hiding.
He may compress the encrypted image for data hiding.
Additional data can be text or image and embedding can be
done using separate data hiding which is also generated using
Blowfish Algorithm. At receiver side, three cases exist for
separable reversible data and original image extraction. If
receiver has encryption key then he can only recover the
original image, if it has data hiding key then he can only
extract the additional data .As shown in fig.2 below.
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Fig.2: Architecture dia. For Separable Reversible Data hiding In Encrypted Image

A. Image Incryption
Consider the original image with a size of M1 X M2 in
uncompressed color format. Now we have to convert image
into gray level and each pixel with gray value falling into
[0,255] is represented by 8 bits. Indicate bits of pixel as
p1,p2,p3,……….pn. The gray values are denoted by Pi,j and
given by (1)

(1)
While converting into gray scale we have to follow the RGB
rule i.e. c.G > c.R and c.G > c.B where G represents green, R
represents red and B represents blue. Data image as plaintext
and the encryption key are two inputs of encryption process.
In this case, original image data bit stream is divided into the
blocks length of blowfish algorithm. Image header is
excluded to encrypt and the start of the bitmap pixel or array
begins right after the header of the file. The byte elements of
the array are stored in a row order from left to right with each
row representing one scan line. Divide image Im into 32
halves Im1 and Im2.
Im1=Im1 Pi
Im2=F(Im1)Im2
Swap Im1 and Im2

Im2=Im2 P17
Im1=Im1 P18
Recombine Im1 and Im2

The bits of pixels of encrypted image can be calculated using
following formula (2)

(2)
Where ri,j,u are the pseudo random bits calculated using
Blowfish Algorithm from encryption key.

B. Data Embedding
Data embedding is based on cascading discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) with singular value decomposition (SVD).
DWT decompose the image into four frequency bands i.e. LL,
HL, HH, LH. LL represents low frequency. HL and LH
represents middle frequencies. HH represents high frequency.
Again LL band represents approximate details. HL band gives
horizontal details. LH gives vertical details. HH represents
diagonal details. HH band is used to embed the particular data
either text or image because it contributes fine details and
insignificantly to the image energy hence data embedding will
not affect the perceptual fidelity of cover image. The
proposed scheme is based on the idea of replacing singular
values of HH band with singular values of data. It observed
that singular values lies between 84 and 173. If data to be
embedded is selected such that its singular values lie within
the given range then the energy of the singular values of
embedded data will be approximately equal to the energy of
the singular values of HH band. Hence replacement of the
singular values of HH band will not affect the cover image.
Data embedding is done using singular values and orthogonal

output X
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matrices. Uw and Vw obtained using SVD of data to be
embedded.

WE= Uw x SH x vwT
C. Image recovery
For original image recovery receiver will need encryption key
and encrypted image containing data.The same Process is
applied as encryption except that the sub keys Pi must be
supplied in reverse order. The nature of the Feistel network
ensures that every half is swapped for the next round. The bits
of pixels of decrypted image can be recovered using following
formula (3)
(3)

Fig.(c). Encrypted Image containing Data

B‟i,j,u are the bits of pixels of input image at receiver and ri,j,u
are pseudo random bits calculated using Blowfish Algorithm
from encryption key. The gray values of decrypted image can
be calculated using formula given below (4)

(4)
u denotes number of bits used to represent pixel of image i.e.
from 0 to 7.

Fig.(d). Decrypted Image

D. Data Extraction
At receiver side for data extraction it will need data hiding
key and encrypted image. While extracting data again using
DWT, decompose the encrypted containing data in four sub
bands i.e. LL, HL, LH and HH with the help of haar wavelet
and applying inverse DWT to HH band get back the singular
value of hided.
Fig.(a). Original Input Image

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The input original image will be resized to 512 X 512 as
shown in Fig. (a) in the experiment. Fig.(b) shows the
encrypted image in which the eight encrypted bits of each
pixel are converted into gray value to generate an encrypted
image. Fig.(c) shows hiding of data in HH band of encrypted
image. By using both the data hiding and the encryption keys,
the embedded data could be successfully extracted and the
original image could be perfectly recovered from the
encrypted image containing embedded data. For checking the
accuracy of decrypted image we have plot the histogram
indicating similarities between original image and decrypted
image as shown below.
Fig.(b). Encrypted Image
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TABLE I.

PSNR VALUES OF TEST IMAGES

IMAGES

IMAGE 1

IMAGE 2

IMAGE 3

IMAGE 4

IMAGE 5

PSNR(DB)

40.6136

39.7130

40.6790

39.3388

40.5136

CORRELATION
COEFFICIENTS

0.9994

0.9995

0.9996

0.9994

0.9991

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel technique for separable reversible
data hiding in encrypted image is proposed and it consists of
image
encryption,
data
embedding
and
data-extraction/image-recovery phases. In the first phase, the
content owner encrypts the original uncompressed image
using an encryption key. Although a data-hider does not know
the original content, he can compress the least significant bits
of the encrypted image using a data-hiding key to create a
sparse space to accommodate the additional data. With an
encrypted image containing additional data may text or
image, the receiver may extract the additional data using only
the data-hiding key, or obtain an image similar to the original
one using only the encryption key. When the receiver has both
of the keys, he can extract the additional data and recover the
original content without any error by exploiting the spatial
correlation in natural image if the amount of additional data is
not too large.
V. FUTURE SCOPE
The lossless compression method is used for the encrypted
image containing embedded data, the additional data can be
still extracted and the original content can be also recovered
since the lossless compression does not change the content of
the encrypted image containing embedded data. However, the
lossy compression method compatible with encrypted images
generated by pixel permutation is not suitable here since the
encryption performed by bit-XOR operation. In the future, a
comprehensive combination of image encryption and data
hiding compatible with lossy compression deserves further
investigation. The implemented a Novel Reversible method
can be enhanced in future by using the following provisions
• And MLSB technique can also be applied after embedding
when there is lot of change in the pixel to retain nearest to the
original value.
• Can be applied in networking and the keys are sent and
received securely.
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